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Cover photos taken at our AGM at All Saints Battersea on 15 May.
some who attended.
: a colourful metaphor saying that we’re all needed to make a
useful and attractive world.
an Easter metaphor encouraging us to light from darkness.

The Barnabas Drop - In Sessions

The Who & What of
Being Alongside

‘Joseph, a Levite from Cyprus, whom the apostles called Barnabas
(which means Son of Encouragement)’ Acts 4:36

St. Paul’s Community Project in partnership with BA / APCMH
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to all share concerns or to receive one-to-one support (by appointment).
Free. All Welcome.
Venue: St Paul’s Church Centre, 3 Rossmore Rd, NW1
(5 mins walk from Marylebone Station; buses 139 & 189 stop outside)

call: Captain Mark Dadds, or Sister Theresa: 020 7724 8517
‘When he arrived and saw the wonderful things God was doing, he was filled with excitement & joy, and
encouraged the believers to stay close to The Lord whatever the cost. Barnabas was a kindly person,
full of the Holy Spirit & strong in faith. As a result large numbers of people were added to the Lord.
(Acts 11:19-24)

Mental Health Support Group
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and hoping to re-start in September.
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K.B.O!
When we are tempted and feel marginalised, as many of us surely are,
in this fast past-paced, often seemingly uncaring world, it is a blessing
to recall these words and their accompanying attitude of President
Edward ‘Teddy’ Roosevelt, who was, it has to be said, not always a saint!
The initials KBO, above, refer to a favourite saying of war time
Prime Minister Winston Churchill. The K stands for ‘Keep’, the O for
‘On’ but the B is withheld to spare readers’ blushes!

It is not the critic who counts, not the man who
points out how the strong man stumbles or where the doer
of deeds could have done better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in
the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and
blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes up short
again and again, because there is no effort without error
or shortcoming, but who knows the great enthusiasms, the
great devotions, who spends himself for a worthy cause;
who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph of high
achievement, and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least he
fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be
with those cold and timid souls who knew neither victory
nor defeat.

Q: What’s the most important tool in
any toolbox?
A: Patience
p 16
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Many thanks to all our contributors! Your offerings are so
vital. Submissions are welcome from all areas of the
community, especially insights from the varying faith
communities. Whilst we all appreciate a well balanced
magazine, I can only put in what I receive - so I hope you’re
working on your next piece...!
Copy for next issue - due September 1st - to the editor by Aug
10th please, but sooner is always more helpful!
p1
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Front Page

Poem

Being only loosely associated with the ‘mental health world’, perhaps I
ought not be writing this, and, having read it, any worthy editor would strike
it out for being too personal, but I am including it because the scheduled
person is ‘going through it’ at the moment, and, like we all do from time to
time, needs a break. So here goes...
But I am ‘in’ the mental health world because I have relatives who
have been ‘diagnosed’ with something, and, although they are ‘distant’,
they are part of my bloodline; thus I have the ‘twisted nerve’ too.
Thus unsurprisingly, there is a deep part of me that was not too upset
when it became clear we could not have children; a ‘chance to exorcise
the demons’ I thought 30 years ago, and still hold to now in those wee dark
hours of night (and soul) which can be just as real as the bright noon day.
These relatives do not divulge their psychiatric label and I hesitate to
ask - more evidence of that stigma again - from both sides. However we
do share a fear of the world and are unsure of our place in it, other than
suspecting that place be modest, apologetic, parasitic and not to be
closely appraised lest it be found wanting and declared beyond saving.
At school, my chief concern was to do well. It felt at the time it was
because I wanted to please my teachers so they would like me and be my
friends (because few of the other boys - it was before co-ed days! were
able to like me as I knew nothing about football or fighting and had no care
to do either because they both seemed aggressive: one latent, socially
acceptable and economically desirable, the other at least honest for being
open about it.)
On reflection, it was not so much my mutation of ‘please disease’ but
because I reckoned that getting all the answers was the quickest way to
stop all the questions, and I hated all the questions because my
ignorances would be exposed. (I recall telling my grandfather, shortly
before I failed the 11+, that I wanted to know all the answers to all the
arithmetic questions in the world to see me through. His heavy silence
gave me a clue that I was on another losing wicket.
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Oh my God! My life, my all How can I thank you for it all?
This wonderful creation thou hast given
the dew on the rosebud, the beautiful willow.
For all the love you have given to me
That I’ll remember to eternity.
For the love of family, home and friends
That I’ll remember till my life ends.
Oh God! I thank you for a thousand things
My only God, my king of Kings
and now I give myself in dedication,
and bow my head in adoration.

Help is at Hand
(These numbered were checked & validated on 14 March 2010)
Samaritans:
08457 909090
(national number which will put you through to your nearest branch)
Saneline: (6 - 11pm each night)

08457 678000

Rethink Advisory Service:

08454 560455

Young Minds Parents’ Helpline:
(9.30 - 4 weekdays, free from mobiles and landlines)

08088 025544

Carers in the Community:
(led by Edna Hunneysett. This is her home number)

01642 818332

MIND: (Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm)

08457 660163

Maytree: ( 24 / 7: but leave message if no live answer)

020 7263 7070

p 15
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Borders Partnership NHS Trust’s department of Pastoral and Spiritual
Care.
It took a long time to launch – from initial discussions in January 2007
through to September 2008 – but finally ‘Spiritual Journeying’ got off the
ground. Initially it was held once a month on a Tuesday evening in a
church room. The group rapidly grew in popularity and since January this
year now meets twice a month – one Tuesday evening, and one
Wednesday afternoon.
We have ‘core group’ members – those who have received the
training. Core group members take it in turns to choose a theme and act
as lead facilitator for the meeting. The theme is used at the evening
session initially, and repeated at the following afternoon session. We aim
to have three or four ‘core group members’ at every session in order to
support the discussion and ensure the safety and well-being of everyone
present. One of the core group will introduce the session, reminding
everyone of the simple rules (based on respect and confidentiality).
We feel that ideally the groups shouldn’t have more than about 16 – 18
people in order that everyone present has a chance to contribute to the
discussions.
Core group members regularly attend debriefing sessions – effectively
our ‘supervision’ – led by the same person that led the initial training
sessions. We’re very fortunate not to have to pay for these sessions, as
indeed the training was also provided free of charge.
The sessions and refreshments are free and the publicity material
invites 'anyone who sometimes finds life difficult' to come along. There is a
tin for voluntary contributions and we've received some funds from the
local Christian churches and from individuals who consider the initiative
worth supporting.
We’re now looking at formalising the group – investigating the
insurance position, creating a constitution, aims and objectives, and risk
assessments.
For further information, please email me, Trish Ellis, on
Spiritual_Journeying-owner@yahoogroups.com. Thank you.

p 14
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At secondary school I fared reasonably well until the mid teens when I
wondered, like Alfie, what it was all about. I had no father to indoctrinate
me into doing well at school, to get a good job and therefore a good life.
About then I began to ponder what a ‘good life’ might look like; I’m still
looking and maybe learning, although not as often as I would expect from
the obvious Christian locations or people. I sense much of the world, and
hence part of me, is driven by selfishness, which if allowed full rein - or
stirred into life like a kraken waking by the warped virtue often found in our
Bigger, Upper, More (= BUM) society - will mean we all shall soon perish.
in the face of our plans and our posterity, the planet can only take so much
selfishness, yet I still hear many boasting of their ‘air miles’...
However, the dark canvas I am painting was redeemed but days ago
by another friend ‘going through it’. However, it was not because they
informed me of something I didn’t know, but because they drew forth from
me something close to some of the truth I currently hold. (It’s all on the
move, isn’t it?) I came up with a few lines (below) to help one who, in my
humble opinion, had a warped sense of what God is like and the way God
works - I hope they help.
Another ‘extending hand of hope’ was the reading, or more accurately,
re-reading of Roger Grainger’s book Faith, Hope and Therapy (see last
issue p12 for a review). Not because I saw answers, or a formula to follow,
but because I saw a way to be, an example of wrestling with my little role
within the big picture of the human condition.
To end, please forgive this ‘confession’. Through it I realise that
perhaps I am deeper in the mental health world than I supposed, and that,
somewhere, and that there are others on the road I need to Be Alongside.

Today is not a fight to win,
but chance to love, to cuddle sin;
not a place to hide the self
but the dare to share love's wealth.
People are not rods to break,
but bruised reeds to re-make,
not triffid trees to be felled,
but fearful children to be held.
p3
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God is not a super man
to rescue us where he can,
but a spirit who bids us 'Fold
those with pain in loving hold.'

Trish Ellis, photo p6, who was at BA / apcmh AGM at All Saints
Battersea in May, offers below a talk she delivered on the

Faith is seldom feeling high,
but gentle calls to always try
to dance with Jesus on your arm
and call wallflowers to the warm.

She also invites readers to visit her blog where there is a full profile
and, of especial interest, a reflective poem describing some of the
constraints and hopes of being hospitalised.

Spiritual Journeying Group

http://trish-joysprings.blogspot.com/2008/04/from-wingfield-ward.html
Last month's Being Alongside had an article by Richard Allen setting
out the 'ball park' of befriending. Richard facilitated the Befriending
Workshop on May 15th, and I was invited to share a little about Spiritual
Journeying Group as a representative of ‘Mental Health Links Group’
(hereinafter MHLG).

A
wonderful
image
of
‘being
alongside’,
one of the
impressive
works on
display at
All Saints
Battersea.
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MHLG consists of representatives from various churches in and
around Camberley in Surrey, originally formed in 1995 to work together to
promote understanding of Mental Health in our churches and the wider
community, to de-stigmatise mental illness and assist integration.
Back in 2006 we attended the Spirituality & Mental Health conference
organised by APCMH and led by Dr Andrew Powell, which included the
DVD Hard to Believe. We came away inspired by the model of the support
group meeting at Bethlem Hospital. I’d had personal experience of being
an inpatient in a mental health facility and felt that something which would
bridge the gap between the local inpatient facility and the community
would be a welcome addition.
We got in touch with Andrew Wilson (Chaplain featured in the DVD
responsible for the support group), and he and a couple of people from his
team came and gave a talk at a meeting we arranged in our area. We sent
invitations out through the churches to anyone who was interested. The
people that came along to that meeting were then offered the opportunity
to join with MHLG in exploring the possibility of setting up something similar.
We explored various befriending models in association with the local
hospital chaplains and received training and encouragement from Surrey &
p 13
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Then Job answered:
‘Today also my complaint is bitter; his hand is heavy
despite my groaning.
O that I knew where I might find him, that I might come
even to his dwelling!
I would lay my case before him, and fill my mouth with
arguments.
I would learn what he would answer me,
and understand what he would say to me.
Would he contend with me in the greatness of his power?
No; but he would give heed to me.
There an upright person could reason with him,
and I should be acquitted for ever by my judge.
‘If I go forward, he is not there; or backward, I cannot
perceive him;
on the left he hides, and I cannot behold him;
I turn to the right, but I cannot see him.
This describes a kind of separation from God which is worth far
more to me than the words of people who can only talk about the
wonder of God’s love.

Just a Reminder.
If you require extra copies of Being Alongside, or, your copy
has failed to arrive in the post, contact Pam: 020 8647 3678.
If your download copy has failed, contact Steve: 01303 277399
If you have a query about your membership / subscription
status, please contact Mark Dadds: 020 7724 8517
p 12
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15 May at All Saints Battersea
Battersea I had thought to be a run down part of the metropolis, but I
should have taken a clue from the ‘resurrection’ of the power station as
Tate Modern, especially as I have been there twice! However I soon got
the message once out of the station, encountering the wide roads,
Battersea Park and the swish vehicles vying for places on the big Circle
Roundabout. Such was my bemusement that I nearly went past 100 Prince
of Wales Drive, ie: All Saints Church.
It lies back off the road and yet is such a jewel! The church, built in
1978, is of that modernish design now showing signs of ageing, but the
treasures within make it timeless. Huge examples of artwork done by
parishioners (see front cover & p12), cups, shields, badges of the
organisations that use the premises to the point where ‘visitors’ easily
outnumbering the congregation, the creative, ‘bohemian’, cluttered and
loving feel of the church is truly heart warming. There is even a weather
vane cockerel adorning one wall.
But of course the treasure of a church is its
people. (There is a tale from the days of Roman
persecution, when the authorities demanded to
see the treasures of the church in order,
presumably, to confiscate expensive plates and
cups.
However
the
church leader, unable to
reveal precious metal,
opened the doors to
reveal the people!)
Left:
Helen
Trout,
Church Warden; right:
Corinne Voilquin who
laid on the food and drinks.)
To welcome us to the day the Very Rev’d
Anand Asir Anand told us that his name, of
Hindu origin, meant ‘there is no sadness in
God’, a beautiful metaphor encouraging all to
‘look on the sunny side’, which might sound trite
but in fact can promote sound mental health. I’ll
remember ‘Anand’ for a long time...
p5
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Rev’d Richard Allen, (left) ‘facilitated’
the day for about 20 of us, which, although
including the business of the organisation’s
AGM, was chiefly about befriending, which
is something BA / apcmh is wanting to
support and sponsor, although it is not quite
sure how to yet!
We began with ‘getting to know you’
and from it soon concluded that what we
found in the ‘warm up’ was true
simultaneously of befriending, being friends
and being human - mutuality, having
something in common, the blessing of
giving and receiving, respect for difference,
finding common ground - as though
befriending was nothing special within the
specialness of the ordinary.
Then we heard from people with experience of befriending. Alex
(below) spoke of her long association with the Merton Branch, for which
Richard Allen provides the training. Merton Branch was set up about 20
years ago by a clergyman who saw the need for those with mental health
difficulties who, on being discharged from
hospital into the community, were about to
lose all support. Recently, Merton has
seen a year on year growth in befriending
and now nurtures 46 befriendees. Richard
commented that befriending ‘works’ where
resources and attitudes are focused;
maybe this is why they do not operate a
Drop In which might spread resources too
thinly. Maise spoke next. Relatively new to
befriending, she has been enthusiastic
enough to offer to serve on Merton’s
Committee.
Claire,
another
Merton
befriender who is a clinical psychologist - a
profession she took up after starting
befriending - sees great benefits in
befriending in that it counters the isolation
that undermines the will and ability for
people to make meaning of things.
p6
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One Man’s Meat...
On p15 is a contribution from a sufferer whose poem speaks of the
joy and strength faith can bring. Meanwhile other contributors testify
to the pain that some interpretations of the Christian faith can
irrevocably lead.
I am not sure these humble pages can ‘square the circle’, but it might
be helpful for many if anyone can offer how they cope with this
wrestling.
Another look at the review of Roger Grainger’s new book, p12, of the
previous (May - June) issue, might offer a clue.
Meanwhile, what follows is a conflation of two pieces from ‘Robert’. We
have spoken on the phone; he has seen the final piece so is happy for
its inclusion.
I suffer from paranoid schizophrenia for which I take medication.
When a person is in a state of severe depression, there is absolutely
no comfort to be found anywhere and it seems to be impossible to pray or
call upon God.
Unfortunately, I have met many Christians who just cannot accept that
this sort of thing can happen to people. They hold that God’s love should
prevent a person feeling so depressed. Some of them get angry and
accuse the sufferer of having displeased God - hence the reason for their
condition.
This is similar to the way Eliphaz accused Job (Job 22) of being
sinful, the ‘payback’ of which was Job undergoing such suffering. I have
been lectured by a family member in exactly the same way.
So it can be a very harmful to talk about God’s love to someone who
is severely depressed, because there is definitely no possibility of sharing
the feeling or experience. Such accusations only increase the distress.
However, in a strange sort of way, I have been enormously helped in
my struggle with my illness by another passage in Job: 29: 1 - 9 NRSV.

p 11
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Safe and Sorry...

Meanwhile, a little to the north, was Richard Trout, a trainee
Southwark Pastoral Auxiliary in need of a a ‘project’! He spoke of a eureka
moment in the shower, and after a testing period of ill health of key players
and other set backs, he grew the Battersea Befriending Network,
building on his experience of the Merton Branch. He now has a lot of
support and the first training course happened in January. The next one is
running as you read this!

If I had my life to live over, I'd try to make more mistakes next time. I
would relax.
I would limber up. I would be sillier than I've been on this trip.
I would be crazier. I would be less hygienic. I would take more
chances. I would take more trips. I would climb more mountains, swim
more rivers, watch more sunsets. I would eat more ice cream and less
beans. I would have more actual troubles and fewer imaginary ones.
You see, I am one of those people who lives sanely and sensibly,
hour after hour, day after day.
Oh I've had moments and, if I had to do it all over again, I'd have more
of them. In fact I'd try to have nothing else.
Just moments, one after another, instead of living so many years
ahead each day. I have been one of those people who never goes out
without a thermometer, a hot water bottle, a gargle, a raincoat, and a
parachute.
If I had it to do over again, I would go places and do things and travel
lighter than I have.
If I had my life to live over, I would stand bare footed earlier in the
Spring and stay that way later in the Fall. I would play hooky more. I
wouldn't make such good grades except by accident. I would ride on more
merry-go-rounds. I'd pick more daisies.

Trish Ellis, left, spoke of the Spiritual
Journeying Group in Camberley. It is an open
group for those who wish to explore the ‘meaning
of life’ prompted by intriguing discussion themes
such as Bridges, Cups of Life, Treasure, Circles,
Dreams and Unheard. Group have trained core
members and the size is limited to 16, with two
parallel groups meeting in the afternoon and
evening.
Somewhere in between these interesting
and informative speakers there was a lush snack
lunch and the AGM business which is detailed
elsewhere.
The
fulfilling,
nourishing
and
encouraging day closed with a short act of worship
led by Anand which included a reflective lighting of
tea lights. By then, another group was coming in to begin their activity:
busy and beautiful church...

Quoting an 87 year old woman from Louisville, Georgia.
left: Very Rev’d Anand
Asir Anand

Long ago when men cursed
and beat the ground with
sticks, it was called
witchcraft.
Today, it's called golf.

p 10

right: Richard Allen
speaks with Stephan
Ball who was reelected for another
year as BA / apcmh
Chair.
p7
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What Is Befriending?

We have an equal opportunities policy and welcome adults of all ages,
backgrounds, races and cultures.

As you will have been impressed by the news on befriending in the
previous pages, here is a little more about how to get involved.
The information comes form a leaflet produced by APCMH Merton (in
Surrey), and if you require more, speak to David Roe, of APCMH
Merton, on 020 8542 9637, or to Richard Trout who leads The
Battersea Befriending Network, on 020 8947 5788.
APCMH Merton provides a voluntary one-to-one befriending service
for adults with mental health problems living in the community within the
London Borough of Merton and adjoining districts. At present, we operate
about 40 such relationships, each of which is on a same-gender basis.
Some are a few months old; others have been running for over 10 years.
Befriending is a means of reducing the isolation that so often
accompanies the experience of mental illness. By building up and
maintaining a close relationship, social skills and confidence can be
rediscovered and nurtured.

After the training course references are taken up for potential
befrienders, who must also undergo a satisfactory Criminal Records
Bureau check, which is a routine procedure essential for those befriending
or working with vulnerable adults.

Befriender Training
A free course of training, involving five two-hour sessions, is provided
by a mental health professional. The course provides an overview of the
subject of mental health, focuses on the role and skills needed to be a
befriender, and helps participants explore attitudes to mental illness. Most
of all, it aims to develop the existing, innate caring skills of potential
befrienders. It is designed to provide not only core information but also the
tools to equip and build up self-confidence in potential befrienders.

Referrals
Referrals come from professionals in the social care and community
mental health services.

Each relationship is effectively a union of what the referred person
needs and that which a befriender can offer.

They do not refer persons with a recent history of violent or addictive
behaviour. Invariably we have a waiting list, since the needs of those who
might benefit from a befriending relationship far outstrip those who are
willing to volunteer as befrienders.

Many relationships become genuine, warm and close friendships.
Talking together or visits to the local cafe every week or two can develop
into shopping, trips, regular walks in the local park or countryside, and
other outings.

Befriender Support
Volunteers usually find that befriending is personally rewarding,
through helping another and gaining a friend. However, we recognise that
it is essential for befrienders to be supported during their relationships.

Who is Suitable as a Befriender?
Befrienders are caring, committed persons with an open mind, willing
to give of themselves in friendship.
•
No experience or knowledge in the mental health field is required - the
training course is sufficient preparation.
•
If a volunteer has had previous mental health problems, then as long
as they are in a period of stability, their experience is valuable.

Thus each is assigned a member of the Committee whom he or she
can contact for support where difficult issues may arise. All befrienders are
invited to regular support groups where, in a relaxed atmosphere,
experiences can be shared and problems discussed, all on a confidential
basis.
We ask all befrienders to commit to their initial relationship for a year.

~ ba ~
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